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Why digital ethics ?
Abstract
If ethical reflection has always developed and draws many of its foundations from the Greek
philosophy of antiquity, we are today witnessing a renewed fundamental interest, sometimes also
somewhat opportunistic.
This interest is particularly due to the global digitisation of our societies. It is linked to the feeling of
artificial intelligence resulting from advances in digital sciences and technologies such as machine
learning, constraint resolution, optimisation, robotics or modelling of reasoning.
Ethics is at the heart of the reflection of scientists wishing to develop their research in an ethical and
honest way. It is also at the heart of entrepreneurial thinking, where ethics rightly becomes an
argument for competitiveness. It is also a crucial point in the management of the city, where it asks
politicians to re-examine the value hierarchies that their decisions involve.
The ethics of digital integrates the ethical reflections developed since antiquity, but because it deals
with the very concept of information, it presents specificities that we will enlighten and discuss.
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